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ABSTRACT

1

Session-based recommendation predicts the next item with which
a user will interact, given a sequence of her past interactions with
other items. This machine learning problem targets a core scenario in e-commerce platforms, which aim to recommend interesting items to buy to users browsing the site. Session-based recommenders are difficult to scale due to their exponentially large input
space of potential sessions. This impedes offline precomputation of
the recommendations, and implies the necessity to maintain state
during the online computation of next-item recommendations.
We propose VMIS-kNN, an adaptation of a state-of-the-art nearest neighbor approach to session-based recommendation, which
leverages a prebuilt index to compute next-item recommendations
with low latency in scenarios with hundreds of millions of clicks to
search through. Based on this approach, we design and implement
the scalable session-based recommender system Serenade, which
is in production usage at bol.com, a large European e-commerce
platform.
We evaluate the predictive performance of VMIS-kNN, and show
that Serenade can answer a thousand recommendation requests per
second with a 90th percentile latency of less than seven milliseconds
in scenarios with millions of items to recommend. Furthermore, we
present results from a three week long online A/B test with up to
600 requests per second for 6.5 million distinct items on more than
45 million user sessions from our e-commerce platform. To the best
of our knowledge, we provide the first empirical evidence that the
superior predictive performance of nearest neighbor approaches to
session-based recommendation in offline evaluations translates to
superior performance in a real world e-commerce setting.

Session-based recommendation targets a core scenario in e-commerce
and online browsing. Given a sequence of interactions of a visitor
with a selection of items, we want to recommend to the user the
next item(s) of interest to interact with [27, 29, 30, 37]. This machine
learning problem is crucial for e-commerce platforms [24].
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INTRODUCTION

Challenges in scaling session-based recommendation. Scaling session-based recommender systems is a difficult undertaking,
because the input space (sequences of item interactions) for the
recommender system is exponentially large (of size |I|𝑛 for all possible sessions of length 𝑛 from a set of items 𝐼 ), which renders it
impractical to precompute recommendations offline and serve them
from a data store. This is in stark contrast to classical collaborativefiltering based recommendations [25, 39], which are relatively static
as they rely on long-term user behavior [40]. Instead, session-based
recommenders have to maintain state in order to react to online
changes in the evolving user sessions, and compute next item recommendations with low latency [9, 24] in real-time.
Recent research indicates that nearest neighbor methods provide
state-of-the-art performance for session-based recommendation,
and even outperform complex neural network-based approaches
in offline evaluations [24, 30]. It is however unclear whether this
superior offline performance also translates to increased user engagement in real-world recommender systems. Furthermore, it is
unclear whether the academic nearest neighbor approaches scale to
industrial use cases, where they have to efficiently search through
hundreds of millions of historical clicks while adhering to strict
service-level-agreements for response latency. This scalability challenge is further complicated by the fact that the applied session
similarity functions do not constitute a metric space (e.g., due to
lack of symmetry), which renders common approximate nearest
neighbor search techniques inapplicable.
VMIS-kNN. In order to tackle the scalability challenge, we present
Vector-Multiplication-Indexed-Session-kNN (VMIS-kNN) in Section 3,
an adaption of the state-of-the-art session-based recommendation
algorithm VS-kNN [30]. VMIS-kNN leverages a prebuilt index to
compute next-item recommendations in milliseconds for scenarios
with hundreds of millions of clicks in historical sessions to search
through. Our approach can be viewed as the joint execution of a
join between evolving and historical sessions on matching items
and two aggregations to compute the similarities. During this joint
execution, we minimise intermediate results, control the memory
usage and prune the search space with early stopping. As a consequence, VMIS-kNN drastically outperforms VS-kNN in terms
of latency and scalability (Section 5.2.1), while still providing the
desired prediction quality advantages over neural network-based
approaches (Section 5.1.1).
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Serenade. Finally, we present the design and implementation of
our scalable session-based recommender system Serenade, which
employs VMIS-kNN, and can serve a thousand recommendation
requests per second with a 90th percentile latency of less than
seven milliseconds in scenarios with millions of items to recommend. Our system runs in the Google Cloud-based infrastructure
of bol.com, a large European e-commerce platform, and is in production usage. We discuss design decisions of Serenade, such as
stateful recommendation servers, which colocate the evolving user
sessions together with update and recommendation requests (Section 4.1). Additionally, we describe implementation and deployment
details (Section 4.2), as well as insights into the remarkably low
operational costs for our system (Section 7).
Offline and online evaluation. We conduct an extensive evaluation to validate the predictive performance and low latency of
VMIS-kNN in Section 5.1. For the Serenade system, we present results from a load test with more than 1,000 requests per second, and
the outcome of a three week long online A/B test of our system on
the live e-commerce platform in Section 5.2. Our system is available
under an open license at https://github.com/bolcom/serenade.
In summary, we provide the following contributions.
• We present VMIS-kNN, an index-based variant of a state-of-theart nearest neighbor algorithm to session-based recommendation,
which scales to use cases with hundreds of millions of clicks to
search through (Section 3).
• We discuss design decisions and implementation details of our
production recommender system Serenade, which applies stateful
session-based recommendation with VMIS-kNN, and can handle
more than 1,000 requests per second with a response latency of
less than seven milliseconds in the 90th percentile (Section 4).
• To the best of our knowledge, we provide the first empirical evidence that the superior predictive performance of VMIS-kNN/VSkNN from offline evaluations translates to superior performance
in a real world e-commerce setting; we find Serenade to drastically increase a business-specific engagement metric by several
percent, compared to our legacy system (Section 5.2.3).

2

BACKGROUND

We introduce session-based recommendation and the Vector-SessionkNN method. Given an evolving session (a sequence of interactions
with a set of items I) at time 𝑡, the goal of session-based recommendation is to accurately predict the next item that the user will
interact with at time 𝑡 + 1.
Vector-Session-kNN. Vector-Session kNN (VS-kNN) [30] is a
state-of-the-art nearest neighbor based approach to session-based
recommendation, which outperforms current deep learning approaches for this task. In VS-kNN, we have a set of historical sessions H ∈ {0, 1} |I | represented as binary vectors in item space,
and an evolving user session s (𝑡 ) ∈ {0, 1} |I| at time 𝑡, as well as a
function 𝜔 (s) which replaces the non-zero entries of s with integers denoting the insertion order of the items in s (𝑡 ) . Algorithm 1
describes how VS-kNN computes its recommendations for an evolving session s (𝑡 ) . First a recency-based sample H𝑠 of size 𝑚 is taken
from all historical sessions H𝑠 that share at least one item with

Algorithm 1 Vector-Session-kNN.
1: function vs-knn(s (𝑡 ) , H, 𝜋, 𝜆, 𝑚, 𝑘 )
2:
Input: Evolving session s (𝑡 ) , set of historical sessions H, decay function 𝜋 ,
3:
match weight function 𝜆 , sample size 𝑚 , number of neighbors 𝑘 .
4:
Output: Scored list of recommended next items d.
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

H𝑠 ← historical sessions that share at least one item with s
H𝑠 ← recency-based sample of size 𝑚 from H𝑠
N𝑠 ← 𝑘 closest sessions h ∈ H𝑠 according to similarity 𝜋 (𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) )) ⊤ h
for each item 𝑖 occuring in the sessions N𝑠 do
Í
𝑑𝑖 ←
1𝑛 (𝑖) · (𝑡1 ) · 𝜆 (max(𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) ) ⊙ n)) ·
n∈N𝑠

|s

|

𝜋 (𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) )) ⊤ n · (1 + log
return item scores d

|𝐻 |
ℎ𝑖 )

the evolving session (Lines 5 & 6). Next, we compute the 𝑘 closest sessions N𝑠 from H𝑠 according to the similarity 𝜋 (𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) )) ⊤ h
(Line 7), which applies an element-wise decay function 𝜋 to the
entries denoting the insertion order in the evolving session. All
items occurring in these neighboring sessions are finally scored
(Lines 8 & 9) by summing their similarities (the previously computed decayed dot product) weighted by a non-linear function 𝜆
applied to the position max(𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) ) ⊙ n) of the most recent shared
item between the evolving session s (𝑡 ) and the neighbor session n.
The session similarity contribution is additionally weighted by a
factor of one over the session length, and by a factor of one plus the
|
“inverse document frequency” log |𝐻
ℎ𝑖 of the item, where ℎ𝑖 denotes
the number of historical sessions containing item 𝑖 (a common technique from information retrieval to de-emphasise highly frequent
items). Note that the indicator function 1𝑛 (𝑖) is one if item 𝑖 occurs
in the historical session n and zero otherwise.
Toy example. We provide a toy example for the session similarity
and match weighting computation executed by VS-kNN. Assume
that we have an evolving session s (𝑡 ) = [0 1 1 0 1] representing
interactions with the three items [1,2,4] and a historical session
h = [0 0 1 0 1] representing interaction with the items [2,4]. The
function 𝜔 gives us the chronological insertion order for the evolving session, e.g., 𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) ) = [0 1 2 0 3] of the items in s (𝑡 ) , starting
from the first item (item 1 with insertion time 1) to the most recent
item (item 4 with insertion time 3). The insertion order is used
to weight matches between the items of the evolving session and
the historical session, and the weights are determined by the decay function 𝜋, which is a hyperparameter of VS-kNN. A common
choice for 𝜋 is to divide the insertion time by the session length,
e.g., 𝜋 (𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) )𝑖 ) = 𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) )𝑖 / ||s (𝑡 ) || 1 . The similarity is finally determined by computing the decayed dot product 𝜋 (𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) )) ⊤ h between the evolving session s (𝑡 ) and historical session h as the sum of
the decayed weights for the intersection of the sessions (the shared
items), e.g., 𝜋 (𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) )) ⊤ h = [0 13 23 0 33 ] ⊤ [0 0 1 0 1] = 23 + 33 = 53 .
After finishing the session similarity computation, VS-kNN computes item scores from the similarities (Lines 8 & 9). The score
for an item is the weighted sum of similarities with s (𝑡 ) from the
𝑘 closest historical sessions n ∈ N𝑠 in which the item occurs.
The weights for this sum are computed by the matching function 𝜆, which is applied to the insertion time max(𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) ) ⊙ n)
of the most recent shared item between s (𝑡 ) and n. The default
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choice for 𝜆 in VS-kNN is 1 − (0.1 · (max(𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) ) ⊙ n))) for insertion times less than 10 and zero otherwise. For our toy example, the contribution of the matching function for h looks as follows: 𝜆(max(𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) ) ⊙ h)) = 𝜆(max( [0 1 2 0 3] ⊙ [0 0 1 0 1] )) =
𝜆(max( [0 0 2 0 3] )) = 𝜆(3) = 0.7.

3

VECTOR-MULTIPLICATION-INDEXEDSESSION-KNN (VMIS-KNN)

In the following, we present our scalable, index-based adaption of
VS-kNN, which we call Vector-Multiplication-Indexed-Session-kNN
(VMIS-kNN).
VMIS-kNN operates on an index structure (M, t), which we build
from a large dataset of historical sessions. We create a hash index
M from an item 𝑖 to an array m𝑖 of the 𝑚 most recent historical
sessions in which the item occurs. Note that 𝑚 is a hyperparameter
of VMIS-kNN, which denotes the size of the recency-based sample
from which session similarity candidates are taken. Each array m𝑖
of session identifiers for an item 𝑖 is stored in descending timestamp
order of the sessions (i.e., the most recent historical session ℎ that
contained the item 𝑖 is the first entry in the vector m𝑖 ). The key
benefit of this data structure is to allow us amortised constant-time
access to the 𝑚 most recent sessions containing an item.
Furthermore, we maintain an array t where an entry 𝑡ℎ denotes
the integer timestamp for a historical session ℎ. This again provides
constant time random access during the online computation of the
session similarity score across all the items in an evolving session,
as we use consecutive integer identifiers for historical sessions.
Algorithm 2 describes the individual steps and data structures that
VMIS-kNN leverages for efficient session-based recommendation
based on our index data structure.
Index-based session similarity computation. At the heart of
VMIS-kNN is the efficient computation of the neighbor sessions N𝑠
for an evolving session s (𝑡 ) using our previously introduced index
structure (M, t) in the function neighbor_sessions_from_index in
Line 8.
We first initialize a set of temporary hashmaps and heaps (Line 11)
which serve as buffers for intermediate results during the computation. Next, VMIS-kNN starts the item intersection loop, which
iterates over the items in an evolving session s (𝑡 ) in reverse order (Line 12). Our approach processes an evolving session s (𝑡 ) in
inverse insertion order, such that the most recent (and therefore
most important) items of an evolving session are visited first. We
then add the item identifier 𝑖 to the temporary hashset d, such that
duplicate items in the evolving session can be skipped (Lines 13-14).
Next, we look up the item in our inverted index M to obtain the
vector m𝑖 containing up to 𝑚 historical session identifiers (Line 15).
We then compute the decay score 𝜋𝑖 based on the item’s position
in the evolving session (Line 16).
Now, we start a loop over each historical session 𝑗 in m𝑖 (Line 17).
If we have already encountered this historical session for a different
item, we add the current decay score 𝜋𝑖 to the session score 𝑟 𝑗
(Line 18). However, if the historical session is not yet part of our
temporary similarity score hashmap r, we first obtain the timestamp
𝑡 𝑗 of the historical session (Line 20). If our temporary similarity
score hashmap r contains less than 𝑚 items, we insert the session
identifier 𝑗 and session similarity score 𝑟 𝑗 as (key, value)-pair into r,
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Algorithm 2 Vector-Multiplication-Indexed-Session-kNN.
1: function vmis-knn(s (𝑡 ) , (M, t), 𝜋, 𝜆, 𝑚, 𝑘 )
2:
Input: Evolving session s (𝑡 ) , session similarity index (M, t), decay function 𝜋 ,
3:
sample size 𝑚 , match weight function 𝜆 , number of neighbors 𝑘 .
4:
Output: Scored list of recommended next items d.
5:
6:
7:

(N𝑠 , r) ← neighbor_sessions_from_index(s (𝑡 ) , (M, t), 𝜋, 𝑚, 𝑘)
for each item 𝑖 occuring in the sessions N𝑠 do
Í
|
𝑑𝑖 ← n∈N𝑠 1𝑛 (𝑖) · 𝜆 (max(𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) ) ⊙ n)) · 𝑟𝑛 · log |𝐻
ℎ𝑖
return item scores d

8: function neighbor_sessions_from_index(s (𝑡 ) , (M, t), 𝜋, 𝑚, 𝑘 )
9:
initialize hashmap r for temporary similarity scores, min-heap b𝑡 of cap10:
acity 𝑚 for the most recent similar historical sessions, hashset d for already
11:
processed items, max-heap N𝑠 of capacity 𝑘 for closest sessions
12:
for item 𝑖 ∈ s (𝑡 ) in reverse insertion order do
⊲ Item intersection loop
13:
if 𝑖 ∉ d then
14:
insert 𝑖 into d
15:
m𝑖 ← most recent sessions for item 𝑖 from inverted index M
16:
𝜋𝑖 ← decay weight 𝜋 (𝜔 (s (𝑡 ) ))𝑖 of item 𝑖 in session s (𝑡 )
17:
for session 𝑗 ∈ m𝑖 do
18:
if 𝑗 ∈ keys(r) then 𝑟 𝑗 ← 𝑟 𝑗 + 𝜋𝑖
19:
else
20:
𝑡 𝑗 ← timestamp of session 𝑗 fetched from index t
21:
if |r| < 𝑚 then
22:
𝑟 𝑗 ← 𝜋𝑖
23:
insert ( 𝑗, 𝑟 𝑗 ) into r
24:
insert ( 𝑗, 𝑡 𝑗 ) into b𝑡
25:
else
26:
(𝑙, 𝑡𝑙 ) ← current heap root of b𝑡
27:
if 𝑡 𝑗 > 𝑡𝑙 then
28:
𝑟 𝑗 ← 𝜋𝑖
29:
remove (𝑙, 𝑟𝑙 ) from r
30:
insert ( 𝑗, 𝑟 𝑗 ) into r
31:
update heap root of b𝑡 with ( 𝑗, 𝑡 𝑗 )
32:
else break
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:

for ( 𝑗, 𝑟 𝑗 ) ∈ r do
⊲ Top-k similarity loop
if |N𝑠 | < 𝑘 then insert ( 𝑗, 𝑟 𝑗 ) into N𝑠
else
(𝑛, 𝑟𝑛 ) ← current heap root of N𝑠
if 𝑟 𝑗 > 𝑟𝑛 then update heap root of N𝑠 with ( 𝑗, 𝑟 𝑗 )
else if 𝑟 𝑗 = 𝑟𝑛 and 𝑡 𝑗 > 𝑡𝑛 then update heap root of N𝑠 with ( 𝑗, 𝑟 𝑗 )
return N𝑠

and we insert the session identifier 𝑗 and session timestamp 𝑡 𝑗 as
(key, value)-pair into a min-heap b𝑡 (Lines 21-24). If our temporary
similarity score hashmap r already contains 𝑚 sessions, we need
to investigate whether to remove the oldest session. Therefore, we
first retrieve the oldest session and corresponding timestamp from
the heap b𝑡 (Line 26).
If the current historical session 𝑗 is more recent than the oldest
session, we need to remove the oldest session from our temporary
similarity score hashmap r and heap b𝑡 , and update both with the
values from the current historical session 𝑗 (Lines 27-31). Finally,
we extract the top-𝑘 scored sessions from the max-heap N𝑠 in the
top-k similarity loop and return them (Line 33).
VMIS-kNN computes the final item scores by using the precomputed session similarity 𝑟𝑛 for a neighboring historical session n.
We however simplify the item scoring function from Line 9 of Algorithm 1 in two ways: (𝑖) we remove the constant factor 1/|s (𝑡 ) |
applied to each similarity (which does not change the neighbor
|
|𝐻 |
ranking); and (𝑖𝑖) we use a weight of log |𝐻
ℎ𝑖 instead of (1 + log ℎ𝑖 )
for the similarities, which gives us better results in offline evaluations on held-out data.
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A particular advantage of VMIS-kNN is its support for early
stopping, which allows us to skip certain historical sessions during
the similarity computation: we can immediately break the session
for-loop if our current historical session 𝑗 is older than the eldest
session 𝑙 in our heap b𝑡 as m𝑖 is already sorted in descending
timestamp order, and will not contain more recent sessions in later
positions (Line 32).
Time complexity. The time complexity of the online computation
of our similarity score is dominated by the linear time required
to execute the three for-loops (Lines 12, 17 and 33) and the logarithmic time required to modify the heaps b𝑡 (Lines 24, 31) and
N𝑠 (Lines 34, 37, 38), yielding a theoretical time complexity of
𝑂 (|s (𝑡 ) | · 𝑚 · log2 𝑚 + 𝑚 · log2 𝑘) = 𝑂 (|s (𝑡 ) | · 𝑚 · log2 𝑚) as 𝑘 ≤ 𝑚.
Thus, the time complexity only depends on: (i) the number of items
in the evolving session s (𝑡 ) , which we cap at a maximum value, and
(ii) the number 𝑚 denoting how many recent historical sessions
to consider. Hence, the time complexity of our implementation is
(theoretically) independent of the number of historical sessions
|H| and the number of unique items |I| in our dataset. As a microoptimisation, we leverage octonary heaps [2] instead of binary
heaps, which have more children per node, and therefore provide
better performance for workloads like ours with frequent insertions.
Space complexity. The space complexity of the index for VMIS-kNN
is dominated by the storage cost 𝑂 (|I| · 𝑚) for the hashmap holding
the inverted index M, which maps unique item indices to the 𝑚
most recent historical sessions containing the item.
From a classical query processing perspective, VMIS-kNN conducts two aggregations (identifying the 𝑚 most recent sessions
with an item match, and computing their similarities) on the result
of a join between the items of the evolving session s (𝑡 ) and the
historical sessions H. The efficiency of VMIS-kNN derives from the
fact that we jointly execute the join and subsequent aggregations
in Algorithm 2, while only maintaining intermediate results of a
size proportional to the final outputs (instead of first materialising the potentially large complete join result before running the
aggregations).

4

SERENADE

We present the design and implementation of our scalable recommender system Serenade, which leverages VMIS-kNN (Section 3)
and provides recommendations on the product detail pages of
bol.com.

4.1

Design Considerations

At the core of the design of our production system are two questions:
(𝑖) How to maintain the session similarity index over time; and
(𝑖𝑖) How to efficiently serve next-item recommendations with low
latency?
Index maintenance. We execute the index computation in an
offline manner once per day with a data-parallel implementation
of the relational operations required for the index generation. This
batch job is easy to schedule and scale; note that Serenade will thus
only see sessions for new items on the platform with a delay of
one day. This “cold-start” issue is no problem in practice however,

because our e-commerce platform has a separate, specialised system
for presenting new and trending items to users.
Low latency serving of next-item recommendations. The
biggest challenge in our system is to serve session-based recommendations with a low latency for a catalog containing millions
of items (our business constraint is to respond in 50 ms or less for
at least 90% of all requests). As discussed in Section 1, we cannot
precompute the recommendations due to the exponentially large
input space of potential sessions, and we cannot apply approximate
nearest neighor search techniques because our similarity function is
not a metric. As a consequence, our recommendation servers have
to be stateful, by maintaining copies of the evolving sessions, to be
able to compute recommendations online on request. We decide
to replicate our session index to all recommendation servers, and
colocate the session storage with the update and recommendation
requests, so that we only have to use machine-local reads and writes
for maintaining sessions and computing recommendations. Note
that similar techniques are often used to accelerate joins [16].

4.2

Implementation

The high-level architecture of Serenade (derived from our design
decisions in Section 4.1) is illustrated in Figure 1. Serenade consists
of two components: The offline component (shown in the left part
of the figure) builds the session index from click data and is implemented as an Apache Spark pipeline. The online component (shown
in the right part of the figure) computes and serves session-based
recommendations with VMIS-kNN, and is implemented as a REST
application. Note that Serenade builds upon existing Google Cloud
infrastructure rented by bol.com.
Offline index generation. The index generation 1 from historical
click data is implemented as a parallel dataflow computation in
Apache Spark using Spark MLLib pipeline steps [33] as abstraction,
and executed in regular intervals (typically once per day) in Google
Dataproc. It uses historical click data from the last 180 days of our
platform (stored in Google BigQuery) as its input, which amounts
to roughly 2.3 billion user-item interactions. The output of the
Spark job is a compressed representation of our index, stored in
the distributed filesystem in the Apache Avro format. The index
data is later on ingested by Serenade’s serving component, where
it requires around 13 gigabytes of memory.
Online serving of next item recommendations. The serving
component of Serenade is responsible for computing next item
recommendations with VMIS-kNN in response to session updates.
We implement this serving component in Rust, as a web application
based on the Actix [1] framework. The shopping frontend contacts
our Serenade servers whenever a user generates new item interactions in their session (e.g., by visiting a product detail page). The
Serenade servers update the state of the evolving user session 2 ,
and respond to the shopping frontend with a list of 21 recommended
next items for the user (the number of items required by the UI in
the frontend) based on a VMIS-kNN prediction 3 . The VMIS-kNN
predictions leverage the previously computed offline index. We additionally apply business rules to the recommendations to remove
unavailable products and to filter for adult products.
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Stateful Recommendation
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session updates
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session similarity index from the last
180 days of browsing activities via Spark

offline index generation

Serenade pods maintain partitioned copies
of the evolving user sessions, and compute
next-item recommendations from the
replicated session similarity index

online serving of next-item recommendations

Figure 1: High level architecture of the Serenade recommendation system. The offline component (left) generates a session
similarity index 1 from several billion historical click events via a parallel Spark job in regular intervals. The online serving
machines (right) maintain state about the evolving user sessions 2 , and leverage the session similarity index to compute next
item recommendations with VMIS-kNN in response to recommendation requests from the shopping frontend 3 .
Colocation of evolving sessions and session updates. As discussed
in Section 4.1, we need to colocate the evolving sessions with the
recommendation requests and session updates to be able to compute up-to-date recommendations with low latency. We maintain
the evolving sessions in a local key-value store (RocksDB [6]) directly on the serving machines, to avoid additional network reads
and writes. For colocation, we have to partition both the evolving
sessions and the recommendation requests (which also contain
the session updates) over the serving machines, based on their
session identifier. In order to guarantee that all the update/recommendation requests for a particular session are always handled by
the same machine, we configure request routing via “sticky sessions” provided by Kubernetes’ session affinity functionality [4].
The communication with RocksDB turns out to be extremely fast; in
a microbenchmark with 10 million operations for our workload, we
found the 99th percentile of the read latency to be 5 microseconds,
and the 99th percentile of the write latency to be 18 microseconds. This colocation approach provides a big latency improvement
over network reads and writes to a distributed key-value store like
BigTable, where the response latency for lookups is already 15ms
on the 99.5 percentile in our experience.
Discussion. Our colocation approach can be viewed as a trade-off
between reducing the response latency and guaranteeing fault tolerance for the session data, as the session data could be temporarily
lost in cases of machines failures or elastic scaling of the machine
pool. However, this turns out to be no problem in practice for several
reasons: (𝑖) Our service proved to be very stable, we encountered
no issues in a long A/B test running for several weeks (details will
be described in Section 5.2.3), where no elastic scaling was required,
as a small set of cheap machines with a low number of cores could
reliably handle hundreds of request per second; (𝑖𝑖) The sessions

are very short-lived anyways, we only leverage the most recent
interactions for recommendations (which also have the highest impact on the session similarities), their loss would not have a drastic
impact, as the recommender would quickly collect new interactions; (𝑖𝑖𝑖) The sessions are additionally tracked by other parts of
our e-commerce platform for analytics. It is not the task of the recommendation system to store them permanently, on the contrary,
we configure RocksDB to remove the data for a session after 30
minutes of inactivity.
Deployment. We deploy our recommendation servers via a Docker
image managed by Kubernetes. The image is created by our continuous integration infrastructure, and we leverage a multi-stage
build. In the first stage, we download all dependencies and compile our Rust application (which results in a large image with a
size of several gigabytes); in the second stage, we reduce the size
of this image by only retaining the compiled application and the
runtime dependencies. The image for Serenade is then pushed into
a Docker repository. The application is deployed to a Google Kubernetes Engine cluster, alongside with load balancing pods (istio
sidecars [3]) which provide us with the session affinity routing
required for colocating the evolving user sessions and recommendation requests on our machines.
Depersonalisation. We are required to provide non-personalised
recommendations for users who do not give consent to leverage
their session history for personalisation. This is comparatively
easy to implement with VMIS-kNN: we create a non-personalised
variant which only leverages the currently displayed item on the
product detail page for recommendation. This depersonalisation
can be applied in real-time (e.g., when a user revokes their consent
to personalisation), as each request from the shop frontend includes
a binary flag denoting the status of the user consent.

In the following, we first evaluate the prediction quality and index
design of VMIS-kNN in Section 5.1, and subsequently evaluate
the scalability and business performance of Serenade in offline
experiments and an online A/B test (Section 5.2). We provide the
code for our experiments at https://github.com/bolcom/serenadeexperiments-sigmod.
Datasets. We leverage a combination of public and proprietary
click datasets from e-commerce for our offline experiments. We
experiment with the publicly available [5] datasets retailrocket (an
e-commerce dataset from the company “Retail Rocket”) and rsc15
(a dataset used in the 2015 ACM RecSys Challenge), which are commonly used in comparative studies on session-based recommendation [30]. In addition, we create the non-public datasets ecom-1m,
ecom-60m, ecom-90m and ecom-180m by sampling data from our
e-commerce platform with increasing numbers of clicks. The statistics of these datasets are shown in Table 1. Each dataset consists
of tuples denoting the session_id, item_id and timestamp of a
click event on the platform.
Our proprietary dataset ecom-180m is more than six times larger
than the largest publicly available dataset rsc15. We additionally
show statistics of the distribution of clicks per session in the form
of its 25th, 50th, 75th and 99th percentile. We find that the majority
of sessions on e-commerce platforms is very short (e.g., the median
number of clicks per session is less than five) and that these statistics
are very similar across all six datasets. In the tail, the sessions from
our platform are about twice as long though compared to the public
datasets (e.g., the 99th percentile is around 38 clicks in our data and
19 clicks in the public datasets).
retailr
clicks
86,635
sessions 23,318
items
21,276
days
10
public?
yes
clicks per session
p25
2
p50
2
p75
4
p99
19

rsc15
31,708,461
7,981,581
37,483
181
yes

ecom-1m
1,152,438
214,490
110,988
30
no

ecom-60m
67,017,367
10,679,757
1,760,602
29
no

ecom-90m
89,883,761
13,799,762
2,263,670
91
no

ecom-180m
189,317,506
28,824,487
3,305,412
91
no

2
3
4
19

2
4
6
28

2
4
7
36

2
4
7
38

2
4
7
39

Table 1: Public and proprietary datasets for evaluation.

5.1

VMIS-kNN

5.1.1 State-of-the-Art Prediction Quality. Before evaluating systemsrelated aspects, we run a sanity check experiment for the predictive
performance of VMIS-kNN. We aim to confirm that VMIS-kNN
also outperforms current neural-network based approaches in the
task of session-based recommendation in e-commerce (as recently
shown for VS-kNN [24, 30]).
Experimental setup. We replicate the setup from [24, 30], and
compare the predictive performance of VMIS-kNN against three
recent neural network-based approaches to session-based recommendation (GRU4Rec [20], NARM [27] and STAMP [29]) on various
clickstream datasets sampled from our e-commerce platform. We
create five versions of the ecom-1m dataset by sampling a million
clicks from certain months in the past as historical sessions, and
measure the prediction quality of the top 20 recommended items
for each session of the subsequent day.

ecom-60m
MRR@20

ecom-90m
MRR@20

ecom-180m
MRR@20

rsc15
MRR@20

Prec@20

Prec@20

Prec@20
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k
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Figure 2: Sensitivity of MRR@20 and Prec@20 to the hyperparameters 𝑘 (the number of neighbors) and 𝑚 (the number
of most recent sessions per item) in our proprietary datasets.

We optimise the hyperparameters of each approach on samples
of the training data, and report the average for each metric over all
our evaluation datasets. We report the metric values averaged over
all five versions of ecom-1m.
Results and discussion. We first investigate the Mean Average Precision (MAP@20), Precision (Prec@20) and Recall (R@20), which
denote to what extent an approach correctly predicts the next items
in a session. VMIS-kNN outperforms the neural approaches in all of
these metrics. Its MAP@20 is .0268 compared to .0251 for the best
performing neural approach (GRU4Rec); the Prec@20 of VMIS-kNN
is .0722 compared to .0680 for the best performing neural approach
(NARM in this case); and VMIS-kNN’s R@20 is .378 compared to
.359 for the best performing neural approach GRU4Rec. We additionally look at the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR@20), which
puts a stronger weight on the immediate next item in a session.
Again, VMIS-kNN outperforms all neural-based approaches with
an MRR@20 of .286 compared to .255 for the best performing neural
method (GRU4Rec in this case).
In summary, we confirm that the findings from recent studies on the state-of-the-art performance of VS-kNN also hold for
VMIS-kNN on our proprietary data. It is an open question, why
neural networks do not outperform conceptually simpler methods in sequential recommendation. There is recent evidence that
neural networks have difficulties capturing item frequency information [21], and that many researchers do not adequately compare
their proposed neural methods against simple baselines [28, 30].
5.1.2 Sensitivity to Hyperparameter Choices. Next, we investigate
the sensitivity of VMIS-kNN to its hyperparameters: the number
of neighbors 𝑘 and the number of most recent sessions per item 𝑚.
Experimental setup. We run an exhaustive grid search over 55
combinations of the hyperparameters (the 𝑘 most similar sessions
out of the 𝑚 most recent sessions) for our four large datasets ecom60m, ecom-90m, ecom-180m and rsc15, where we use the last day as
held-out test set.
Results and discussion. Figure 2 illustrates the results of the grid
search for MRR@20 and Prec@20 on our datasets with a heatmap
where lighter colors indicate better metric values. We observe a
unimodal distribution of the resulting metric values for each dataset
and metric. The results differ (𝑖) based on dataset, e.g., all samples
from our proprietary data show similar outcomes, while the distribution for rsc15 is very different; and (𝑖𝑖) based on metric, e.g.,
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hyperparameters that work well for MRR (which focuses on the
position of the first correctly predicted relevant item) do not necessary provide the best performance for Precision (which considers
all correctly predicted relevant items). Our results indicate that
VMIS-kNN is easy to tune via offline grid search for a given dataset
and target metric.
5.1.3 Index Design. Next, we run a microbenchmark comparing
VMIS-kNN vs VS-kNN to validate the performance of our indexbased similarity computation.
Experimental setup. We experiment with our index and similarity
computation (refered to as VMIS-kNN) from Section 3 and compare
it against two baseline implementations: (𝑖) VS-kNN - a baseline
implementation that mimics VS-kNN’s similarity computation by
holding the historical data in hashmaps, and first identifying the
𝑚 most recent sessions with at least one shared item before computing the similarities, and (𝑖𝑖) VMIS-kNN-no-opt, a basic variant
of VMIS-kNN, which does not contain several optimisations such
as early stopping or using octonary heaps instead of binary heaps.
We conduct a micro-benchmark on the ecom-1m dataset. We
ask each variant to compute the 𝑘 closest sessions for the sessions
from the test set, and we randomly pick the number of items (e.g.,
the session length) for each session to include in the computation.
We repeat this experiment ten times for various values of 𝑚 (the
number of most recent sessions to consider) with six threads, and
measure the execution times for 𝑘 = 100 (trying other values of 𝑘 did
not significantly change the results). We implement all algorithms
in Rust 1.54 and run the comparison on a machine with an i910900KF CPU @ 3.7GHz with ten cores and 64GB of RAM, running
Windows 10 21H1.
Results and discussion. The bottom plot in Figure 3(a) shows
the resulting runtimes in microseconds for each of our variants.
The results are consistent across all values of 𝑚: We find that both
VMIS-kNN and VMIS-kNN-no-opt drastically outperform the VSkNN baseline by a factor of three to five. We attribute this observation to the optimised access patterns in the index of VMIS-kNN,
which allows us to avoid costly set intersection operations, and
the minimisation of intermediate results with our heap data structures (Section 3). We furthermore observe that VMIS-kNN consistently outperforms VMIS-kNN-no-opt by 6% to 12% which validates
our micro optimisations such as early stopping and leveraging
octonary heaps instead of binary heaps.

5.2

Serenade

Next, we evaluate our Serenade system. We validate our implementation choices (Section 5.2.1), run a load test for the system in
Section 5.2.2, and finally present the results from a three week long
A/B test on the live platform (Section 5.2.3).
5.2.1 Validation of Implementation Choices. We present an offline
experiment which focuses on the performance of our index-based
VMIS-kNN approach. We compare our Rust-based implementation against implementations in other programming languages and
computational engines to validate our design choice of a custom
implementation in Rust. Note that we provide the source code for
the alternative implementations in our experiment repository as
well.
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Experimental setup. We compare our Rust-based VMIS-kNN implementation against four other implementations:
• VS-Py – a Python-based implementation of the original VS-kNN
approach, based on the reference code [7] from the original VSkNN paper; we expect this variant to be non-competitive as it is
a mere research implementation;
• VMIS-Diff – an implementation of VMIS-kNN in Differential
Dataflow [32], which computes the recommendations incrementally via joins and aggregations; this variant allows us to evaluate
the benefits of an incremental similarity computation for growing
sessions;
• VMIS-Java – an implementation of VMIS-kNN in Java, which
stores the historical session data in Java hashmaps; the purpose
of this variant is to evaluate the effects of not having full control
over the memory management during the similarity computation
(and instead relying on a garbage collector);
• VMIS-SQL – an implementation of VMIS-kNN in SQL, which
leverages the embeddable analytical database engine DuckDB [36]
in version 0.2.2; the purpose of this variant is to evaluate whether
a custom implementation of the approach is necessary; we note
that we found it very difficult to express the similarity computation in plain SQL, as it required several deeply nested subqueries;
We ensure through evaluations on held-out data that all variants
are correctly implemented and provide equal predictive performance. We expose the historical session data from our public and
proprietary datasets to each of these baselines. Next, we ask each
implementation to sequentially compute next-item recommendations with a single thread for the growing evolving sessions in
the test set of each dataset, and measure the prediction time in
microseconds. We run each implementation on a n1-highmem-8
instance in the Google cloud with 50 gigabytes of RAM, and use
𝑚 = 5000 and 𝑘 = 100 as hyperparameter settings.
Results and discussion. The top plot of Figure 3(a) illustrates the
resulting runtimes from our experiment for the different datasets
and baseline implementations. Note that we plot the median and
90th percentile (p90) of these runtimes on a logarithmic scale in a
single bar, where the lighter top part denotes the 90th percentile
runtime. Our VMIS-kNN implementation consistently outperforms
all the baselines both in terms of median and p90 runtime; it is more
than two orders of magnitude faster than the Python reference implementation, and more than one order of magnitude faster than
the differential dataflow implementation. The second-best implementation is the Java baseline, which is still outperformed by an
order of magnitude for the 90th percentile runtime on all datasets
except the small ecom-1m dataset. When we look at the results for
larger datasets, we additionally observe that several baselines start
to encounter memory issues (even though they can use 50 gigabytes
of RAM), and fail to complete the computation. This happens for
the Python implementation (which relies on pandas dataframes
internally), for the SQL implementation as well as for the Java variant. Note that our Serenade implementation provides a p90 runtime
of at most 1.7 milliseconds on all datasets. We attribute this to the
fact that our implementation allows us to carefully control memory
allocation and to avoid the materialisation of large intermediate
results (such as the complete set of item matches with the historical
sessions). We observe that the differential implementation always
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(b) Requests per second, core usage in percent and response latency during a load test with more than 1,000
requests per second. Serenade handles about 500 requests
per second per core with a 90th percentile latency of less
than seven milliseconds.
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(a) (Top) Median and 90th percentile of the computation
time per session in microseconds (log-scale) for different
VMIS-kNN implementations; (Bottom) Microbenchmark
runtimes in microseconds (log-scale) for VMIS-kNN vs. VSkNN on the ecom-1m dataset with k = 100.

p99.5

10

day of the month

(c) Requests per second and response latency per hour
during our three week long A/B test on the live platform.
Serenade responds within less than seven milliseconds in
90% of the cases, even for peak times with more than 600
requests per second.

Figure 3: Offline and online performance of Serenade.
manages to compute results; however, the incremental computation
does not pay off runtime-wise, because differential dataflow has to
index all intermediate results due to its support for updates in response to input data changes (which is not required in our use case).
Finally, we find the SQL implementation to be non-competitive
and to not scale to large datasets, which we attribute to the large
intermediates from the nested subqueries, and which confirms that
a custom implementation of VMIS-kNN is more suitable to scale to
large datasets.
5.2.2 Offline Load Test. We finally run a load test in our staging
environment to validate that Serenade is able to handle peak production workloads.
Experimental setup. We leverage a setup that resembles our
production environment: Serenade’s index is built from the last
180 days of browsing activities, covering 6.5 million distinct items.
We deploy Serenade on two Kubernetes pods, running on shared
core n1-standard-16 instances in the Google Cloud, where each
pod gets provisioned with three cores from an Intel Xeon CPU
@ 2.00GHz and 16 GB of RAM.
We generate a simulated load of more than 1,000 requests per
second by replaying historical traffic via a load generator application for several hours. We measure the response latency of Serenade
as well as the core usage on the machines.
Results and discussion. Figure 3(b) plots the resulting response
latency and core usage for our load test. We find that Serenade
gracefully handles the load of more than 1,000 requests per second,
and responds within less than 7 milliseconds in 90 percent of the
cases (p90) and in less than 15 milliseconds in 99.5% of the cases
(p99.5). Each instance uses only one of the three provisioned cores
for most of the time. We base our production experiments in the
following on the outcomes of this load test.
5.2.3 Online Evaluation in an A/B Test. We present results from
a three week long online A/B test on our e-commerce platform,
where we compared two variants of Serenade against our existing
legacy recommendation system (refered to as legacy), which applies
a variant of classic item-to-item collaborative filtering [39].

Experimental setup. We show Serenade’s recommendations on
the product detail page of our e-commerce platform, in a slot titled
‘other customers also viewed’. We evaluate two different variants
of Serenade: the first variant serenade-hist leverages the last two
items from each evolving session to compute predictions, while
the second variant serenade-recent only leverages the most recent
item. We set the hyperparameters of VS-kNN to 𝑚 = 500 and
𝑘 = 500, which provide a reasonable trade-off between prediction
quality in offline experiments and index size. We run the test for
21 days, in which more than 45 million randomly assigned user
sessions were subjected to the recommendations from our variants.
We ensure that both the legacy system and Serenade consume the
same click data as input at the same time (once per night). Serenade
builds its index from the last 180 days of data; after filtering, its
daily training data consists of around 111 million sessions with 582
million distinct user-item interactions and contains 6.5M distinct
items. We measure the request load to the recommendation system,
the response latency (as experienced from the shop frontend) and
several business-specific engagement metrics.
Results and discussion. We discuss the systems- and businessspecific outcomes of our A/B test.
Response latency. Our most important systems-related metrics is
the response latency. Our recommendation systems have to adhere
to a strict SLA of responding in less than 50 milliseconds, otherwise
requests would be discarded. Recent research also indicates that fast
response times help with the acceptance of recommendations in
general [24]. Our system architecture and implementation decisions
(Section 4) are tailored to allow for low latency responses of our
system. This is confirmed by the experimental results illustrated in
Figure 3(c), which plots different percentiles of the response latency
distribution over the three weeks of our A/B test, and shows the
load of the system (in terms of the number of requests per second)
for comparison. The request load varies between 200 and 600 requests per second over the day. We find that Serenade’s response
latencies are very low, the 90th percentile is consistenly around 5
milliseconds, and even the 99.5th percentile is below 10 milliseconds in the majority of cases. This confirms that Serenade exhibits
a consistently fast, and stable low-latency response behavior.
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CPU usage and operational cost. We deploy Serenade analogously to
the setup from the load test in Section 5.2.2: We leverage two Kubernetes pods, running on shared core n1-standard-16 instances in
the Google Cloud, where each pod gets provisioned with cores of an
Intel Xeon CPU @ 2.00GHz and 16 GB of RAM. Even with such low
resources, Serenade is able to gracefully handle the request workload. We reconfirm the findings from our load test (Section 5.2.2), as
Serenade only exhibits a core usage of less than 36% (less than one
core) in cases with over 500 requests per second. We also observe a
well-behaved linear scaling (with a gentle slope) of the core usage
with the number of requests per second.
Customer engagement. Systems-related metrics are important for
successfully operating a recommender system, however in the end
the recommender system has to perform well in business-related
metrics to be valuable for an e-commerce platform. As VMIS-kNN
outperforms other approaches in offline evaluations (Section 5.1.1),
we are interested to determine how this behavior translates to
customer engagement in our A/B test. For that, we measure a
conversion-related business metric for the engagement with recommendations on the product detail page.
We find that our session-based recommenders drastically increase this engagement metric for the slot on the product detail
page. Serenade-hist exhibits a 2.85% increase in the business metric
(compared to legacy), and serenade-recent even shows an increase
of 5.72% (both findings are statistically significant). When we control for the overall impact on a site-wide level however, we find
that serenade-recent exhibits a cannibalising behavior, as it drives
down the engagement of other slots on the product detail page (e.g.,
the ‘often bought together’ slot). We do not observe this effect for
serenade-hist though, rendering it the preferred variant.
Summary. We find that Serenade easily handles the load of up to
600 requests per second during our A/B test and consistently generates its recommendations with very low response latency (less than
seven milliseconds in the 90th percentile). We furthermore find
that the session-based recommendations produced by VMIS-kNN
significantly increase customer engagement compared to classical
item-to-item recommendations (as produced by our legacy system).
We would like to highlight that, to the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to provide empirical evidence that the superior offline
performance of VS-kNN/VMIS-kNN also translates to superior performance in terms of business metrics in a live, real recommender
system. This is often not the case for academic recommendation
approaches, the winning solution of the highly popularised Netflix
prize, for example, never went into production [8].

6

RELATED WORK

Research on recommender systems [11, 12, 17–19, 31, 35, 38, 42, 46,
48–50] is a growing field, with a close connection to industry use
cases [43–45], as illustrated by the famous “Netflix Prize” competition [25]. Translating academic progress into deployable solutions
has proven to be very difficult though [24], exemplified by the fact
that the winning solution of the Netflix prize never went into production [8]. Nearest neighbor-based recommendations, which are in
the focus of our work, are a classical approach to recommendation
mining [10, 26, 39–41], and are widely deployed in industry [13–
15, 22, 34]. Despite their popularity, these approaches are typically
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outperformed by matrix factorisation- and deep learning-based
methods in offline evaluations on classical collaborative filtering
problems [25].
However, recent research indicates that nearest neighbor-based
approaches provide state-of-the-art performance and outperform
neural networks in sequence-based recommendation tasks. An example for such a task is session-based recommendation, which is in
the focus of our work, where recent studies [23, 24, 30] indicate that
nearest neighbor-based methods outperform previously proposed
neural networks [20, 27, 29, 47]. Similar results have been obtained
for the more general sequence-based recommendation task of next
basket recommendation (where the set of items in a future shopping
basket has to be predicted). Here, the nearest neighbor-based stateof-the-art approach TIFU-kNN [21] and simple popularity-based
approaches [28] outperform neural networks as well.

7

LEARNINGS & CONCLUSION

We presented our nearest neighbor approach VMIS-kNN as well
as the design and implementation of our scalable session-based
recommender system Serenade. We conducted an extensive offline
evaluation of VMIS-kNN and Serenade to validate our design decisions, and detailed results on the latency, throughput and predictive
performance of our recommender system from an online A/B test
with up to 600 requests per second for 6.5 million distinct items
on more than 45 million user sessions on bol.com’s e-commerce
platform.
In addition to the contributions listed in Section 1, we would like
to highlight Serenade’s low operational cost: We run two instances
with three cores each in the Google cloud (provisioned on shared
core n1-standard-16 instances) for the serving pods, and require
40 minutes on 75 machines of type n1-highmem-8 for creating the
index with Spark every day, which results in a total operational
cost of less than 30 euros per day for Serenade. As discussed in
Section 5.2.3, Serenade only leverages one of the three cores on
each instance, and we only provision the other cores to be prepared
for peak loads, e.g., during denial-of-service attacks.
This low cost becomes especially attractive when we compare it
with the high cost to train deep learning models. As an example, a
neural learning-to-rank model on our platform incurs at least an
order of magnitude more cost to be operated on a daily basis, and
additionally requires GPU machines for training, which are often a
contested resource in the cloud.
In future work, we intend to explore whether we can run our
similarity computations on a compressed version of the index, and
whether we can incrementally maintain the index with a system
such as Differential Dataflow [32].
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